Incredible Adventures is excited to offer a unique opportunity – a chance
to visit the famous Baikonur Cosmodrome and observe a manned launch
of a Russian Soyuz spacecraft.
You’ll be completely immersed in the electric atmosphere surrounding a
launch.
You’ll explore Baikonur’s launch sites, museums and
most historic places.
Join IA for an Incredible Space Adventure.
800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603
www.incredible-adventures.com

Highlights of Your Incredible
Baikonur Adventure






Observe roll-out and
installation of the Soyuz
rocket at launch pad.
Attend international press
conference of main and backup crews.
See the farewell of
the crew at the
cosmonaut hotel.
Hear crew's ready-to-go official
report.
See launch of the Soyuz
rocket, something you’ll
never forget.

Incredible Baikonur Adventure
Day 1
Meet IA representative at the
airport. Flight from Moscow to
Baikonur .Transfer to the hotel.
Time to relax.

Day 2
Breakfast in the hotel
Transfer to Baikonur
Cosmodrome
Roll-out of the Soyuz Rocket. (Follow the Soyuz to its
launch site.)
Observe installation of the rocket on the launch pad.
Visit to the integration building of Soyuz and Progress
spaceships.
Transfer back to town.
Visit to the International Space School.
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Day 3
Breakfast in the hotel. Visit
Museum of History
Cosmodrome Baikonur. Enjoy
general sightseeing in the
town of Baikonur (learn history of
the town, visit memorials and
monuments). Transfer to
Cosmonaut hotel. International
press conference with the main
and backup crews of Soyuz-TMA
vehicle.
Walk along the historical alley of
Cosmonauts where personalized
trees are planted.

Day 4
Breakfast in the hotel
Farewell of the crew at Cosmonaut hotel
Transfer to Cosmodrome.
Space Crew “ready-to-go” official report.
Lunch or dinner on the territory of Cosmodrome
(depending on the launch time).
Visit Museum of Baikonur Cosmodrome
See Gagarin and Korolev Historical
Cottages and Buran Orbital Spaceship.
Transfer to the observation site of the Soyuz launch
pad.
Observe launch of Soyuz rocket .
Transfer back to town.
Observe the process of docking of Soyuz TMA
spaceship to the ISS (if 4-orbit rendezvous program
is confirmed for the particular crew)

Day 5
Breakfast in the hotel
Transfer to the airport. Flight to Moscow

The $5500 US* per person cost includes:







All the necessary permissions for getting access to Cosmodrome
Flights Moscow-Baikonur, Baikonur-Moscow by special Roscosmos charters.
Transportation services in Baikonur.
Travel assistance by company representative Accommodations.
Full board.
Photo and video shooting permission.
*based on projected currency exchange rate and subject to change.

Not Included: Air travel to Russia, Russian double-entry tourist visa, accommodations in Moscow, optional
gratuities, any optional added tours or adventures.

Formalities:
- You must apply for security clearance at least 60 days before
your planned visit to the Cosmodrome Baikonur.
- To participate in the tour to Baikonur it is necessary to obtain
double-entry Russian visa. A Kasakh visa is not necessary.

Contact Incredible Adventures
for more info:

800-644-7382 / 941-346-2603
email
www.incredible-adventures.com

